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The most recent revision of this manual was prepared by the Maine Floodplain Management Program in the Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry. Some of the revision material in this handbook comes from the course “Managing Floodplain Development through the National Flood Insurance Program” established by FEMA and taught at the Emergency Management Institute.

The original Maine Floodplain Management Handbook was prepared in November 1989 with the assistance of the Southern Maine Regional Planning Commission under contract to the Maine Floodplain Management Program. Major components of the handbook are based upon a similar document prepared by the State of Illinois for use by Illinois communities. The Maine Floodplain Management Program expresses its appreciation to the Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Water Resources, for permission to modify their product and the support from the SMRPC in earlier revisions.

Funding for this handbook was paid in part by the Federal Emergency Management Agency through the Community Assistance Program/State Support Services Element. Financial assistance for the printing of this document was provided by the State Planning Office, with a grant from Maine’s Coastal Program, through funding provided by the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended, administered by the Office of Coastal Resource Management, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, under appropriation number 013 07B 3750 01 Rept. Cat. 7005. Additional Support was provided by the FEMA Disaster Assistance Staff, Mitigation Branch, resulting from DR-1693-ME (Patriots Day Flood, April 1007, in southern Maine).

The Maine Floodplain Management Program does not discriminate on the basis of disability in admission to, access to, or operations of its programs, services, or activities. This material is available in alternate format by contacting the Coordinator for the American Disabilities Act (ADA).
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